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A lot of Community Science projects involve things on Earth like:

Community Science is when ordinary people — kids, adults, and the 
general public—participate in or contribute to the work that 

scientists and researchers are doing. 

But we’re also invited to help out with projects in space! 

In the book Beyond: Discoveries From the Outer Reaches of Space, by Miranda Paul, the 
text shows us that our universe is beautiful but mysterious. Humans have a lot more 
to learn about space. In order to make new discoveries, we need to support and help 

astronomers and astrophysicists, the scientists who study space.

helping 
pollinators,

reducing 
pollution,

or counting 
birds
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Here are some important ways you can help scientists
 with their work right now—no experience needed!

2. Reduce Light Pollution
Another activity that helps astronomers is reducing light pollution. Light 

pollution is the inappropriate or excessive use of artificial light by humans. 

Light pollution can:

• reduce your view of the stars
• affect wild animals’ habits such as sleeping, eating, mating, or migrating

• interfere with human rhythms, such as sleep cycles
• use extra electricity (and the fuel needed to make it)

1. NASA Community Science Projects
From planet-hunting for new worlds to examining discs around stars, log on 

to a computer choose from a handful of already-created community 
science projects.

1. Log on to https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/citizen-science

2. Read the descriptions of the projects, and click the one that interests you

3. Follow the instructions carefully (it helps to have a grown-up with you 
when you start a new community science project)
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1. Turn off lights (especially outdoors) when not using them
2. Point screens, flashlights, or other outdoor lights down toward the ground

3. Ask grown-ups to use only glow stones or IDA approved light fixtures outdoors
4. Contact your elected officials and tell them reducing light pollution is important
5. Visit a Dark Sky park to see for yourself how beautiful the sky is without light
6. Tell friends, family, and classmates what you’ve learned about light pollution

To learn more about light pollution, visit: https://www.darksky.org/light-pollution/

Bonus Step — share the community science work you’re doing with Beyond 
author Miranda Paul and ask a grown-up to tag @Miranda_Paul on 

Twitter or @mirandapaulbooks on Instagram!

Many community scientists are helping to reduce the amount of light 
that homes, parks, cities, and people shine after the sun goes down. 

Here are six ways YOU can help reduce light pollution:
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